THE

TEXT|IE ASSOCTATION (lNDlA)
GMTA Examlnation202l.
Section: D, Paper: WCD.2

Knitting Technology

Marks:100

Date25.L2.2O2l

Time 2.00 pm to 5.00 pm

lnstructions:

1. Answer any six questions out of which Question No 1 is compulsory.
2. Answer each next main question on a new page.
3. Figure to the right indicate full marks.
4. lllustrate your answers with sketches and flow chart wherever necessary.
5. Use of non- programmable electronic pocket calculator is permitted.
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in examination
7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
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Draw diagram of technical face side of single jersey structure.
Also draw its loop diagram and graphical representation.
Draw diagram of tuck stitch. How is this stitch produced?

With the help of an example, explain how vertical stripe design
in two colours can be produced on single jersey machine.
Why latch needle is called as self-acting needle?
Explain the concept of tightness factor and give expression for
the same.
Calculate the number of needles on a single jersey machine
having diameter of 24 inches and a gauge of 28.
Compare Warp knitting with Weft knitting.
Explain the knitting cycle on single jersey weft knitting machine
with the help of a neat diagram.
Draw 1 X 1 Rib structure. Also draw loop diagram and graphical
representation of the same. Elaborate properties of Rib
structure.
Drairy float stitch. How this stitch is prsflu6g6? Elaborate the
effect of float stitches on properties of weft knitted fabric.
Elaborate how horizontal stripping produced on weft knitting
machine.
Elaborate with the help of a design use of multiple cam track
system.,in single jersey weft knitting machines.
Draw structure of Interlock; also draw loop diagram and
graphical representation of it. Explain in brief, interlock gaiting
and how this structure is produced. .
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Draw tuck stitch. How this stitch is ptudOced? Elaborate the 08
effect of float stitches on properties of weft knitted fabric.
With the help of a neat labeled diagram explain working of 08
tricot knitting machine.
Enlist various positive feed mechanisms used on weft knitting 08
machine. Explain any one of them with the help of a neat
diagram.
Describe the working of microprocessor-controlled selection 08
device used on weft knitting machine.
Draw lapping movement and lapping notations of both FGB 08
(front guide bar) and BGB (back guide bar) of following two bar
warp knitted structures.
1. Reverse Lock-knit
2. Queen's cord
Calculate the production of a single jersey weft knitting machine 08
in yards and kg in a shift of 8 hour from following data:
Course/ifrch =32, number of feeders = 78, cylinder rpm = 30,
efficiency =909io, count of yarn = 30s, stitch length = 0.l5inch,
diameter of cylinder = 26 inches and gauge of machine = 24.
Elaborate various modern developments on weft knitting OB
machines.
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